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Abstract
This essay considers how social actors in news have come to shape the contours of news and journalism and what these
changes may suggest for other industries. It looks more specifically at the question of who does journalism and news and
what that may signal for power dependencies, status, and norms formation. It examines how authors who contributed
to this thematic issue define who gets to decide what is news and journalism, what forms of power are exerted amongst
groups, who gets to claim status, and how norms and epistemologies are formed. Ultimately, this essay illustrates how
conformity to groups and organizations varies with the investments that these social actors have to core and more periph-
eral journalism and media groups.
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1. Introduction

Twenty-first century capitalism and globalization involve
a proliferation of emerging social actors across a broad
swath of industries and professions. These social actors
are transforming contemporary work and professions, in-
cluding news and journalism.While the newsmedia help
the public make sense of these changes; they also are un-
dergoing the very shifts they are helping to contextualize
(Couldry, in press; Zelizer, 2019).

News and journalism offer a lens into the growing
importance of these social actors as well as the per-
spectives and digital innovations they may help foster in
an evolving professional landscape. In the case of news

production, sharing, and distribution, there are a num-
ber of social actors who occupy a liminal existence ad-
jacent to more established, organizational, and institu-
tional ones. These are often specialty actors who exist
in close orbit to larger, often more-established ones, cre-
ating a kaleidoscopic structure of work that enables a
variety of core and peripheral actors. This occurs at a
time also marked by the continued rise of powerful and
global platform companies in spaces previously domi-
nated by mass media and news publishers (see Ananny,
2019; Myllylahti, 2019).

Along these same lines, journalism scholars have en-
gaged in continued debates of what journalism is and
who journalists are (Tandoc, 2019). A number of scholars
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have questioned the authoritative professional bound-
aries of journalism, the shrinking autonomy of news or-
ganizations, and the changing culture of news produc-
tion to one that now includes, perhaps less begrudgingly
than in the past, emerging social actors (see Carlson,
2017; Tong, 2015; Wahl-Jorgensen, 2019). These are sig-
nificant questions to consider for journalism as an in-
dustry that is seeking ways to improve its financial foot-
ing, which is associated with changing professional con-
ditions for news work and, in some cases, conditional
autonomy (see Myllylahti, 2019; Nel & Milburn-Curtis,
2019; Waldenström, Wiik, & Andersson, 2019). This hap-
pens at a time when journalists are also wrestling with
a plurality of epistemologies and platforms, authorita-
tive boundaries, and news processes that are becom-
ing more publicly porous (see McIntyre & Sobel, 2019).
These questions may be applied to the examination and
positioning of social actors in global industries, which
themselves are experiencing an influx of such workers.

In focusing on news and journalism, and digital jour-
nalism more specifically, as a “networked production,
distribution, and consumption of news and information
about public affairs” (Waisbord, 2019), Waisbord argues
that changes brought by digital journalism have resulted
in a broadening of what journalism and news are as
process and product and who is involved in producing
and sharing news. He argues that “virtually anyone with
access to the internet can take part in digital journal-
ism” (Waisbord, 2019, p. 352), while acknowledging that
there are others questioning such a view. They argue that
such social actors are rarely, if ever, journalistic actors be-
cause they do not adhere more preeminently to profes-
sional journalistic practices, may not chiefly receive in-
come from news organizations, and primarily work out-
side the professional norms, values, and practices that
guide journalism as practice. Yet, the contributions of
these social actors, who have been labeled as interlop-
ers andperipheral contributors amongother titles, are in-
creasingly more visible in the production and dissemina-
tion of news and in audience engagement (see Eldridge,
2017; Holton & Belair-Gagnon, 2018). Eldridge (2017),
for example, argues that payment from news organiza-
tions and adherence to journalistic norms are no longer
the only qualifications for journalists. Indeed, the label
of journalist may be assumed with caution or even re-
jected by the very individuals who are creating, sharing,
or otherwise engaging in acts of news (Holton & Belair-
Gagnon, 2018).

Today’s news may be represented by a blend of
traditional journalists, editors, and producers working
alongside or concurrently with bloggers, microbloggers,
coders, hackers, brand influencers, web metrics devel-
opers, civic technologists, and diverse digital innovators
(see for example Baack, 2018). To understand the full
breadth of social actors involved in the practice of con-
temporary journalism and different epistemologies of
journalism (see Ekström & Westlund, 2019), as well as
other forms of news by alternative news media (Holt,

Figenschou, & Frischlich, 2019; Keith, 2019), we must
look beyond the confining definitions traditionally asso-
ciated with journalists or journalistic actors.

This thematic issue broadens perspectives and un-
derstandings of diverse social actors, organizations, and
institutions now involved in news and journalism. This is
done at the peril of angels dancing on pinheads, so to
speak, because a number of studies have recently taken
up considerations of the varying forms of actors, pars-
ing from labels such as outside and peripheral actors to
media interlopers to explicit and implicit interlopers and
intralopers (see Eldridge, 2017; Holton & Belair-Gagnon,
2018). This layering of labels and definitions, though, sug-
gests a need for contextualizing a complex set of actors
and factors contributing to changes in the processes and
power of journalism and related industries that consid-
ers, rather than rejects, the importance of nuancing (see
Ryfe, 2019).

This thematic issue offers peer-reviewed articles and
invited commentaries that help advance and nuance
the question of who carries out journalism, or more
broadly who participates in journalism. While there has
been much debate about this in journalism studies over
the years, this is not simply an intra-academic and in-
tellectual exercise. There have also been discourses in
the news industry about who journalists are, when an
outsider becomes an insider, and what influences such
actors might have on news organizations, news audi-
ences, and the institution of journalism (see for exam-
ple OpenNews, which connects developers, designers,
journalists, and editors who, within the organization’s
settings, can collaborate on open technologies and jour-
nalistic processes). While journalists and the news me-
diamay continue their attempts tomaintain professional
boundaries throughmeta-journalistic discourse (Carlson,
2017), there are also critical discussions about how the
registration of journalists as a form of accreditation in
some countries calls for criticism from a freedom of ex-
pression perspective since this may well lead to control
and exclusion (see Posetti, 2017).

2. Questions of Who

Just as questions of what journalism is are important ex-
ploration areas for journalists, news organizations, and
journalism scholars (Eldridge, Hess, Tandoc, & Westlund,
2019), the question of who does journalism, or the
broader question of who does news, is of critical im-
portance for a wide array of stakeholders in journalism.
Besides a number of countries in Asia, inmost continents
the majority of countries experience continue to experi-
ence a dated business model of commercial news media
that has been broken for some time. Large numbers of
news publishers have substantially downsized their op-
erations. Many have filed for bankruptcy or been dis-
solved into existing companies. News publishers have
also been shut down by governments, including authori-
tarian regimes, essentially censoring the press and strip-
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ping away its democratic voice. UNESCO continuously re-
ports on governmental and other threats, the imprison-
ment of journalists, and, in some cases, the murder of
those who devote their lives to the profession.

Financial and political conditions can raise insur-
mountable challenges for news and journalism. There
are so-called news deserts in many parts of the world,
where local and regional news media are absent, as well
as self-censored and terrified journalists painfully aware
that authorities are surveilling their every step. The lat-
ter is made all the worse by the existence of internet
trolls who target and manipulate the news media as well
as human and automated bots helping create and dis-
tribute misinformation and disinformation with the pur-
pose of distracting and discrediting news and journalists
(see Ferrier & Garud-Patkar, 2018; Quandt, 2018).

The broader question of who does news is important
to policy makers in different countries: Some countries
(most notably in Scandinavia) have subsidies for news
publishers and need to have criteria that define who is el-
igible for support or not. Moreover, many countries have
discussed and also set in motion laws that prohibit mis-
information and disinformation, or in many cases infor-
mation that does not align with a government’s agenda,
giving authorities the right to censor and punish organi-
zational or individual actors who produce or share news
they deem inappropriate. Countries such as Indonesia
and Germany have enforced regulations with regards
to “fake news sites” or platform companies. In Belarus,
Malaysia, and Kenya authorities have passed laws forbid-
ding citizens to produce and/or spreadmisinformation or
disinformation. By defining that these are not journalistic
actors and associating non-authorized news work with
criminality, the challenges of defining who does journal-
ism is critical. This is especially important when it comes
to ideals of, and limitations to, free speech.

When political actors or institutional news actors
have the power to define who is and is not a journal-
ist, they set conditions for who can exercise journal-
ism. In some countries in Asia, the Middle East, and be-
yond, the authorities delegate power to an industry as-
sociation to be in charge of who gets the formal recog-
nition to work as a journalist. Their board of directors
receive application letters, where support from institu-
tional newsmedia is necessary, and interview and assess
applicants. The authorities and the association can this
way make sure that the journalists fall in line and do not
create problems by criticizing those in power. Ultimately,
this means that journalists directly or indirectly can be
forced to change their coverage to align with the views
of their oppressors.

Institutional belonging to news media is seminal for
journalists in many countries, as the press pass is a nec-
essary symbol of journalistic authority, enabling them
to gain access into reporting spaces. Indeed, in some
countries, governments are actively involved in defining
who is recognized as a journalist and receives a press
pass, which may well be necessary to get access to cer-

tain spaces, such as events and sources (Carlson, 2017;
Hermes, Wihbey, Junco, & Aricak, 2014). Different condi-
tions clearly apply in different countries. There are sev-
eral countries, such as Brazil, Nicaragua, and the United
States, where national political leaders repeatedly com-
municate via social media that the journalists and the
news media are enemies of the people, produce misin-
formation and disinformation, and should not be trusted.
They then engage in “fake news labeling,” which means
that they use the term “fake news” to delegitimize news
media and journalists (Egelhofer & Lecheler, 2019).

The question of defining journalists also connects
with issues of resources and support: having peers to co-
ordinate with to validate information and coverage, hav-
ing technical infrastructures and tools, having insurances,
and so forth. In many countries, this goes hand in hand
with working for news institutions that have editors-in-
chiefs who can be held accountable either by outside
institutions or government agencies. In Sweden, for ex-
ample, the news media must have a certified editor-in-
chief in their established news organizations, and their
journalists, are to offer legal protection for their sources
in line with Swedish laws. However, there are no higher
education degrees or other professional qualifications
that the Swedish state requires of journalists in order for
them to perform work as journalists. Ultimately, news
organizations can recruit people with formal journalism
education and others without, such as computer scien-
tists with relevant tacit knowledge or a political scientist
with worthwhile explicit knowledge of the field. There
is much heterogeneity across the world when it comes
to legal conditions governing who is a journalist, having
the permission and resources to carry out journalism and
publish news, and who is restricted from the practice.
More precisely, authorities in some countries give blog-
gers the same status as journalists and outright forbid
blogging ormicroblogging that orients toward journalism
in others. This extends to acts associatedwith journalism
such aswhether to permit live communications (blogging
or micro-blogging) from courtrooms or not (Johnston &
Wallace, 2017).

Defining who is a journalist is also relevant to or-
dinary citizens who develop their news literacy about
what journalists and what news publishers they feel
they can trust to deliver and contextualize information
about the world around them. Defining who is a jour-
nalist, or what is news, is also important in relation to
sponsored editorial content such as native advertising.
Such blending of news-oriented and advertising informa-
tion extends to platform companies such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube, which implement crite-
ria as towho andwhat getsmore exposure. Their choices
and algorithms influence many stakeholders, including
the very audiences they initially set out to serve and to
connectwith reliable content. As news organizations con-
tinue to search for ways to maintain or relinquish author-
ity in these and other digital spaces, issues of power, sta-
tus, and the formation of new norms arise.
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3. Power Dependencies, Status, and Norms Formation

Once observed and defined, the question of who is a jour-
nalist or part of the constellation of journalistic actors
raises questions of who gets to define what is news and
journalism, what forms of power dependencies are ex-
erted amongst groups, who gets to claim status, and how
are norms and epistemologies formed. In an early soci-
ological account of power, institutions, and legitimacy of
small andmore complex community group organizations,
Emerson (1962, p. 32) contended that “social relations
commonly entail ties of mutual dependence between the
parties.” Power through this perspective can be under-
stood in terms of relationships between two or more ac-
tors: to what extent A depends on B to do what needs
to be done. Its applicability is wide-ranging as it encom-
passes in what ways individual journalists are dependent
on social actors such as other journalists, editors, technol-
ogists, or automated algorithms both inside and outside
newsrooms. This approach also involves institutional lev-
els of dependence, such as how news publishers depend
on platform companies for eye balls, metrics, and rev-
enue streams (seeNel&Milburn-Curtis, 2019).Moreover,
power dependencies as an analytical category also ap-
plies to the overall relationship between journalism and
technology or journalism and politics, among others.

Power dependencies work hand in hand with resis-
tance among a set of actors, which define the norms and
practices of a stated organization. Resistance, Emerson
(1962) argued, emerged from the dependencies among
the set of different actors. For example, in this issue,
in focusing on interlopers’ reactions to traditional jour-
nalism, Eldridge’s essay (2019) proposes that scholars
and practitioners continue to see the journalistic field
as complex and interwoven in core-periphery differenti-
ation processes. As Eldridge (2019) suggests, societal dis-
tinction matters both for interlopers and traditional jour-
nalists, sometimes for interlopers the criticism is being
conceived as a way to enhance the broader field of jour-
nalism. Relatedly, Schapals, Maares, and Hanusch (2019)
show how certain groups of actors that may not have
originally defined themselves as journalists while “work-
ing on the margins” discursively differentiate their work
from others. Though, the authors warn us, these social
actors claim to engage in journalism from an altruistic
perspective that is deeply rooted in an ideology of jour-
nalism pre-crisis era, “one which sees journalism as serv-
ing a public good by providing an interpretative, sense-
making role” (Schapals, Maares, & Hanusch, 2019, p. 19).

Importantly, the notion of reciprocity in these power
dependencies relations “raises the question of equality
or inequality of power in the relation” (Emerson, 1962,
p. 33). There is a well-documented tension between pro-
fessional journalists on the one hand, and citizen journal-
ists and/or audiences that potentially can be approached
as active participants and contributors in the making
of news on the other hand (e.g., Akinfemisoye, 2014).
Indeed, in deploying a systematic literature review of on-

line participatory journalism,while noting continuity and
change in research, Engelke (2019) shows how “power
structures differ depending on the examined world re-
gion, production stage, and actor perspective” (p. 31).
Similarly, Ferrucci and Nelson (2019) qualify the philan-
thropic foundations who seek helping journalism to find
economic stability as “new advertisers.” In forming these
coalitions, the two authors note that these philanthropic
foundations have an influence on editorial decisions simi-
lar to those that advertisers have had. Such power depen-
dencies relations may lead to more “skewed power dy-
namic…, one where journalists cede agency to elite foun-
dations situated outside the boundaries of journalism”
(Ferrucci & Nelson, 2019, p. 46).

Hepp and Loosen (2019) also present the develop-
ment and conceptualization of molo.news. They demon-
strate the relationality of the stakeholders’ figurations in-
volved in the development of a prototype as relational
boundary object and the relational concept of the plat-
form, chiefly as a “space of possibility” (Hepp & Loosen,
2019) and emerging local news forms. Braun, Coakley,
and West (2019) additionally examine an international
activist movement and contend that the trajectory of
these digital activists evolved into value statements that
became boundary objects. They argue that journalists
working for the digital activist organization increasingly
borrow from advertising practices in the local and cul-
tural context of the web in which they emerged.

Taken into account in power dependencies, there are
cost reduction and coalition formation dynamics that
need to be nuanced. For example, Haim and Zamith
(2019) evaluate a set of active accounts and their repos-
itories on a code-sharing platform. They argue that the
code-sharing platform provides a space for actors asso-
ciated with the periphery of journalism through a plat-
form that restrict the ability of these “outsiders” tomove
their ideas from the periphery to the center. In other
words, Haim and Zamith (2019) see these power depen-
dencies as “a missed opportunity for traditional journal-
istic actors to use code-sharing platforms to work with
motivated technological actors in order to develop more
innovative actants or more transformative reconfigura-
tions of the field” (p. 81).

Using a case study of a North American not-for-profit
digital-born news organization, Hermida and Young
(2019) explore a complex journalism actor that oper-
ates across individual, organizational, and network lev-
els. They show how such social actors can benefit from
the crisis of journalism. In doing so, Hermida and Young
(2019) allude that these social actors may foster an
emerging set of group norms (i.e., ‘specifications of be-
haviorwhich all groupmembers expect of all groupmem-
bers’) and role-prescriptions (i.e., ‘specifications of be-
havior which all group members expect—or demand—
of one or more but not all members’) to news and jour-
nalism across multiple domains of the journalistic pro-
cess, including production, publication, and dissemina-
tion. Indeed, for Hermida and Young (2019), to facili-
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tate the function of journalism and news, not all ac-
tors may perform the same actions. In other words, to-
gether, these actors may foster a division of labor in a
role structure and these roles may be defined and en-
forced through the amalgamation of power in coalition
formation (Hermida & Young, 2019).

The assumed levels of dependencies between these
social actors may contribute to the rise in status of these
actors in the complex networks in which they inhabit
and what ultimately constitutes the information ecosys-
tem by which society defines and redefines itself. In a
commentary, Ahva (2019) proposes to look at journal-
ism as a community of practice and unpacks the rele-
vance of practice theory. By studying concrete practices,
Ahva (2019) argues that scholars and practitioners can
identify the social actors involved and how they depend
on each other. In a call to bring the Global South into
conversations with peripheral journalism studies, and
particularly journalism in African countries, Wahutu’s
commentary (2019) explores how actors may still exist
in liminal spaces and causes challenges in their emer-
gence in status. Wahutu (2019) suggests that the nego-
tiations of class, race, and gender allow/facilitate inter-
action amongst actors. These negotiations of their limi-
nality may subject these actors have a lack of status and
may be denied access in status hierarchy to achieve their
goals or simply to gain legitimacy to the core or from
the periphery.

Conversely, and in drawing from a practice the-
ory inspired ethnographic study with three newsrooms,
Konow-Lund (2019) proposes that networks of social ac-
tors involved in global investigative stories are creating
emerging epistemologies, norms, values, and practices
unique to their act of coordination. Likewise, Chua and
Duffy (2019) show that there is a growing salience of hy-
brid roles in Singaporean legacy newsmedia that serve as
“linchpins to connect divergent professional fields” and
“bridges between tradition and innovation” (p. 112). For
the two scholars, four forms of proximity (i.e., physical,
temporal, professional, and control) help develop under-
standings of the impact that peripheral players may have
on innovation in news organizations.

4. Conclusion

In each of these articles and commentaries, the who
these actors are becomes a question of how they are
intertwined in journalism and for what purposes and
effects. The original articles and invited commentaries
in this thematic issue points to ties that bind together
these emerging social actors who have become and con-
tinue to become part of the news and journalism social
ecosystem. Individually and collectively, these social ac-
tors bring hybrid and newmeanings as well as normative
expectations to truth, facts, newsgathering, journalistic
epistemologies, norms, values and practices that have
shaped and are shaping contemporary news and journal-
ism (Singer, 2019).

Yet, as this issue complexly suggests, conformity to
groups and organizations varies with the investments
that these social actors have to the core and more pe-
ripheral journalism andmedia groups. History has shown
that those who are more valued in such groups tend
to adhere more closely to core epistemologies, norms,
values, and practices (see Emerson, 1962). That may be
changing, though, as the liminal become more visible
and more significant across a multitude of industries.
Journalism is but one professional landscape to exam-
ine how the traditional who of the industry is chang-
ing and how those shifts impact the very foundations of
its institution.
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